Scientists develop novel technique for kidney research
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One in four patients treated with the widely used anti-cancer drug cisplatin develop chronic kidney disease. To better understand how the treatment leads to kidney damage, and possibly prevent it, a team of researchers at Yale School of Medicine developed a new 3D-imaging technique to peer deep into these vital organs.
Their study was published online Aug. 24 in the *Journal of the American Society of Nephrology*.

Using a mouse model, the Yale team, led by professor of nephrology Dr. Robert Safirstein, administered doses of cisplatin two weeks apart. To examine the effect of the drug on kidneys, the researchers combined a powerful imaging technique, multiphoton microscopy, with a clearing solution that produced high-resolution 3D images of the organ.

The novel strategy provided an unusually deep view of the kidney's internal structures. "Before this technique, you could only look at the very superficial surface, so you really couldn't examine the entire kidney," said Safirstein.

To their surprise, the researchers uncovered evidence that the kidneys failed and developed damaged tubules (key structures that the kidney uses to transport fluids) before damage was detectable through more traditional methods.
New imaging technique shows internal structures of normal kidney (a) versus damage in response to anti-cancer drug (b and c). Credit: Shutterstock

The findings could shift the direction of kidney research. "It changes the focus of research in kidney disease to find out how lesions form," Safirstein noted. The imaging technique could also inform the study of diabetes and other conditions. "We think this is going to be applicable in a wide variety of diseases," he noted.

**More information:** "Three-Dimensional Morphology by Multiphoton Microscopy with Clearing in a Model of Cisplatin-Induced CKD" *JASN* ASN.2015010079; published ahead of print August 24, 2015, [DOI: 10.1681/ASN.2015010079](https://doi.org/10.1681/ASN.2015010079)
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